FUSION UEM
UNIFIED ENDPOINT MANAGEMENT
DEVICE MANAGEMENT

INCREASED AUTOMATION

Fusion UEM’s extensive device-management capabilities allow
you to monitor and manage devices in a granular manner,
including monitoring device performance, online status, content
and more. In addition, authorised administrators can make
automatic changes to many settings, using direct methods or
group profiles. Productivity features include the ability to provide
users with access to the company e-mail systems in a secure
manner. Security features include disabling of in-built peripherals
such as cameras, initiating remote-wipes of company-owned
apps and information, and locking devices when required.

Built-in scheduling tools allow the automated creation
of tasks and profiles for remote devices. PowerShell,
VBScripts and shell scripts can also be remotely executed.
Fusion UEM assists with unattended management activities,
using event-based actions to deploy updates, allocate
licences or execute scripts for advanced reconfiguration.

APPLICATION MANAGEMENT
Powerful application management allows complete control
over which applications are made available to users, either
on a one-by-one basis or using built-in group profiling. New
applications or updates can be pushed silently to devices as
and when required. On mobiles, corporate applications are kept
separate from personal applications, so network access can
also be restricted to the company’s own networks for specific
applications. Fusion UEM’s mobile application store allows users
to choose which applications to install, their choice limited to the
current application profile.

MANY LOCATIONS, ONE INTERFACE
Fusion UEM scales seamlessly with the multi-tenancy addon, allowing IT service providers and system integrators
to manage multi-company IT resources affordably and
effectively. All assets, regardless of location, are available
for management and reporting through our single interface
– centralising and simplifying IT management.

CONTENT MANAGEMENT
Fusion UEM ensures that users can easily access internal
document stores, including content- management systems like
SharePoint. Fusion UEM can also monitor and restrict access
to specific URLs, in order to maintain organisations’ security
policies. Fusion’s Secure Channel in conjunction with FusioN
ADC makes VPNs a thing of the past, providing safe and secure
communications between device and corporate networks.

MONITORING AND ANALYTICS
Fusion UEM includes a wealth of monitoring and analytical tools.
Application usage can be monitored, as well as cellular, data and
wi-fi usage; additional benefits are provided by the geo-location
tracking.

MANAGEMENT MADE SIMPLE
Fusion UEM includes a complete discovery and management
toolkit, enabling you to index and administer every device quickly
and easily. Granular reporting allows you to monitor and audit
every device, a select group of devices or specific machines.
Discovery tools can catalogue and manage both mobile and
static devices, regardless of location. Fusion UEM delivers a
comprehensive overview of network assets, providing details on
software patches, licences and operational health data.

WHY YOU SHOULD USE FUSION UEM ENDPOINT
MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE
ENTERPRISE GRADE

Fusion UEM is a true enterprise grade
management software product, allowing
management of hundreds of device types,
powered by a variety of operating systems,
HIGHLY AFFORDABLE

With its perpetual licensing model, and
optional support contracts, Fusion UEM
provides the best value for money compared
to other competitors - you own it!

GRANULAR CONTROL AS STANDARD
The simple-to-use web interface belies the power of Fusion
UEM’s comprehensive administration tools. Thin clients, PCs,
laptops, kiosks, tablets and smartphones are all instantly visible
and configurable through a single unified interface. Fusion
UEM supports a wide range of operating systems, providing a
complete management toolkit for every device. Built-in software
metering allows you to deploy and manage licences, ensuring
full use of your resources. Additional tools enable your team to
closely monitor software, including antivirus patch levels, and to
deploy updates quickly and easily.

TASKS AND TEMPLATES

Comprehensive task definition coupled with
customizable template management makes
Fusion UEM the ideal candidate for busy IT
environments.
SOFTWARE MONITORING AND DEPLOYMENT

When you need to deploy new versions of
software while monitoring and managing
license usage, Fusion UEM delivers.

FUSION UEM
TECHNICALS
Desktop PC’s powered by the Windows operating system can be managed using
Fusion UEM. All operating system settings and definitions are manageable, together
with full control of which applications can be installed, uninstalled and even permitted
to run.
No matter where you are with your laptop, Fusion UEM can manage the device with
outstanding ability. The device’s operating system can be monitored and updated
whenever the location and network capabilities suit. The location of the device is also
monitored using GPS or GEO-IP location modules within Fusion UEM.
Thin clients also form part of Fusion UEM’s management capabilities. Devices
powered by Windows Embedded 7 Standard, Windows 10-IoT LTSB and LTSC, VXL
Gio Linux and Lenovo LeTOS can be fully managed and deployed by Fusion UEM,
complete with the capability to remote control the devices.
Management of mobile devices is also a forte of Fusion UEM. Mobiles from most
manufacturers, powered by Android and iOS form part of the manageable devices
basket. Unlike other vendors, Fusion UEM can manage Google authorized, rooted and
open-source flavours of Android, as well as Apple DEP and non-DEP.
Fusion UEM also manages a variety of tablet devices. Not only do we control and
manage tablets powered by stock Android and iOS, but also specialist tablets from
vendors such as ProDVX that are used within meeting rooms and the hospitality
sectors.
The logistics and retail industry segment is a wide user of Fusion UEM, and in
particular to manage and monitor the variety of hand scanner devices used in shops
and warehouse. Fusion UEM supports a number of vendors, included but not limited
to Zebra, Honeywell and Cipher Labs.
Retail establishments also utilise point of sale devices, mostly powered by Windows
POS that is built using Windows Embedded. Fusion UEM is fully capable of managing
systems that are powered by Windows POS, allowing the administrators to monitor,
update and deliver a consistent user experience.
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RECOMMENDED SERVICES

FUSION UEM LICENSING

VXL offers a hosted offering of its management software
Please enquire if this is of interest.

Simplified licensing ensures that you can bring your Fusion
UEM installation on-stream as quickly as possible.

TECHNICAL SUPPORT & PRODUCT
MAINTENANCE

HOW IS FUSION UEM LICENSED?

First year support and maintenance is provided with perpetual
license purchases. SaaS licenses include support and
maintenance as part of the license purchase.
When buying Fusion UEM Perpetual, we advise you to purchase
an additional support extension to three years.

Fusion UEM is available for purchase using perpetual or SaaS
licensing.
Perpetual licenses purchased are required to be entered into
the Fusion UEM server licensing page, and then activated
across the Internet or manually using e-mail.
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